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Dear readers,
The Baltic Gender newsletter provides you with information on upcoming events, women networks
and interesting reading about females in (marine) science. Our newsletter is published every four
months and is also available for download under the following link: www.baltic-gender.eu.
We report on recent and upcoming project activities and outcomes. In this issue, together with our
Estonian and Lithuanian partners we are pleased about their success to have the first Gender Equality
Plans introduced at the University of Tartu and at Klaipėda University. Furthermore, we congratulate
Baltic Gender mentee Cornelia Jaspers on having received funding to start her own research group.
Looking back on the history of science you can read about the American geologist and oceanographic
cartographer Marie Tharp, who, together with Bruce Heezen, created the first scientific map of the
Atlantic Ocean floor. Beyond science, the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of
women are celebrated annually on March 8th, International Women's Day since 1921. The first
International Women's Day was initiated 1911 by Social-Democrat politician Clara Zetkin. Now for
the first time, International Women's Day is a public holiday in Berlin. Thus, Berlin is the first and only
German federal state which has declared 8 March to be a legal holiday. The day also calls for action
for accelerating gender parity.
If you have information for next issues, comments on the content, or suggestions – let us know!
Enjoy reading, and we look forward to your feedback to: baltic-gender@io-warnemuende.de.

Project news
Workshop on "Gender Equality and Gender-Conscious Teaching in Science“
28/02 -01/03 2019, Kiel University of Applied Sciences
The 2-days workshop focused on gender & diversity aspects in academic teaching, provided methods
and tools for gender- and diversity-sensitive lecturing and, moreover, gave space for lively discussions.
The training was led by Pia Garske, a political scientist from the University of Göttingen, who is wellknown for her work also beyond Germany. The participants gained insights and new perspectives
on the various effects
of gender and diversity
on performance and
interpersonal behavior
of students and staff
in higher education
institutions and also
about different aspects
of discrimination. The
11 participants from
the partner institutions
in Estonia, Lithuania,
Sweden and Germany
were an interdisciplinary
mixed group. In the
photo: Kiel UAS / M. K. van Elsacker
evening the workshop
participants visited the Media Dome and the cultural centre Bunker-D located at the campus of Kiel
University of Applied sciences. 
Baltic Gender as a stepping stone for scientific career development.
Mentee Cornelia Jaspers is awarded a Villum Young Investigator Programme grant of 10 Mio DKK
to establish a research team at the National Institute of Aquatic Resources, Technical University of
Denmark in Copenhagen. Her project “Gelatinous zooplankton: Overlooked player in marine food
webs, favoured under global change?” will address a largely ignored component of marine ecosystems,
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Image courtesy: The Velux Foundations (Villum Fonden and Velux Fonden)

namely jellyfish and other soft bodied plankton organisms and investigate their response and adaptation
potential to global change. Cornelia (sixth from left in picture) is among the successful top 10% of applicants
ranging from astrophysics, mathematics, material engineering, biochemistry and genetics to earth system
sciences, which were supported from the Velux Foundations. Congratulations!
Link: https://veluxfoundations.dk/en/content/21-villum-young-investigators-receive-funding-startresearch-groups 
First Gender Equality Plans introduced at the University of Tartu and at Klaipėda University
In November 2018, the Council of Estonian Marine Institute approved institute's Gender Equality Plan. The
Gender Equality Plan was developed based on the collective experience of the Baltic Gender partners and the
situation analysis at the Estonian Marine Institute carried out in the frame of the project. It is the first Gender
Equality Plan in University of Tartu and most probably the first in Estonian science and higher education
system in general. In the same month, the Councils of the Marine Research Institute and the Faculty of
Marine Technology and Natural Sciences of Klaipėda University approved the “Gender Equality Action Plan
for the period 2018-2023”. 
Check also the Baltic Gender Blog to read the latest entries: (http://www.oceanblogs.org/balticgender/). 

News from Baltic Gender partners and Other news
Physics in Baltic Sea Research – Girls' Day 2019 at the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research
Warnemünde
Wanted: girls 10-14 years who love the Baltic Sea and are interested in marine research. As in the last years,
the Institute offers insights into this extremely multifaceted and exciting working area. On March 28, the
young visitors will be guided by young scientists and technicians who will introduce them to their professional
background and working areas. Together with the tutors the participants will conduct experiments and
explore the Institute's exhibition. This year the Physics Department welcomes the young guests. 
Exchange between three generations of marine researchers at the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea
Research Warnemünde
On March 12, 2019, on the occasion of the 90th birthday
of our founding director Gotthilf Hempel on March 8,
the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research invited all
staff members to a discussion. The focus was on the
topic: "What requirements does the future place on the
training of marine researchers?" The great mentor of the
German marine research was also honoured in two further
events in Bremen. Karin Lochte, former director of the
Alfred Wegener Institute and present head of the German
Alliance for Marine Research (currently being set up) has
photo: IOW/K. Beck
proposed the topic and also moderated the discussion. For the
young generation, the Postdoc and Baltic Gender mentee Ines Bartl was among the panelists. 
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Upcoming events
Fourth Baltic Gender Annual Meeting, 14th – 15th May 2019 at Klaipėda University, Lithuania
This year, the partners from Klaipėda University will host the annual project meeting which will take
place in Fourth Baltic Gender Annual Meeting, 14th – 15th May 2019 at Klaipėda University, Lithuania
This year, the partners from Klaipėda University will host the annual project meeting which will take
place in the new building of the Marine Research Institute. The two days will be used for exchange of
interrim experiences, discussion of the results achieved so far and coordination of future actions. 
8th to 10th April 2019, 2. Annual Baltic Gender Mentee Meeting, Rostock
This year’s meeting invites all mentees in the first and second program round to come together at
the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research Warnemünde. On each of the three meeting days, one
thematic workshop is offered. Topics range from an introduction into gender & diversity in research
(first day) over communication & leadership (second day) to conflict management (last day). Besides
this core program, all participants are invited to join the broad spectrum of supporting activities to
exchange views and continue the day’s talks in a relaxed and informal atmosphere. 
19-23 Aug 2019, Stockholm, Sweden: Baltic Sea Science Congress. Details: here

Women networks
AcademiaNet
• Data base with profiles of excellent female researchers from all disciplines in Germany (since
2010) and Europe (since 2012)
• initiative funded in 2010 by Robert-Bosch Stiftung and Spektrum der Wissenschaft
epws (European Platform of Women Scientists)
• since 2005
• >100 member networks in 40 countries
• international non-profit organisation
• represents >12,000 female scientists in Europe and beyond to give them a voice in EU
research policy
eswn (Earth Science Women's Network)
FemConsult Note: Website (currently?) not in English available
• data base of more than 3,000 female scientists with doctoral or post-doctoral qualification
from all disciplines and working at universities, non-university research institutions, industry
and commerce from the German-speaking countries
Femdat Note: Website only partially in English
• Swiss data base of highly qualified women (since 2001) with job offers (since 2006)
• swiss women career portal (log-in required)
• tips & knowledge for job entry, career and switching
FEMtech-Expertinnendatenbank
• database of female experts
• initiative of the Austrian Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT)
• further categories: news, events, knowledge, funding
FiF (Contact point women into EU Research) Website in German with partial information in English
• initiated 2001 by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
• to provide women in Germany with information and service relating to the EU’s research
framework programmes (currently: Horizon 2020); only advisory services – no funding
• offers for female scientists: (i)seminars, workshops & lectures on EU research funding and
participation chances, (ii)first information about funding opportunities, (iii) consulting during
application, (iv) information about being a consultant to the EU)
GEPRIS Note: project information available mainly in German language
• online database made available by the DFG
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• provides information on current DFG-funded research projects
INWES (International Network of Women Engineers and Scientists)
WICGE (International Network of Women in Coastal Geoscience and Engineering)

Interesting reading
Felt, Hali (2012): Soundings: The Story of the Remarkable Woman Who Mapped the Ocean Floor.
Published by Henry Holt and Co.; First edition (July 17, 2012). http://halifelt.com/
The Global Gender Gap Report 2018. http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2018.pdf
Advancing women in science, medicine, and global health. The Lancet, Feb 09, 2019, Volume 393,
Number 10171, p493-610, e6-e28
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/vol393no10171/PIIS0140-6736(19)X0006-9
Dubois-Sheik, Farah, and Bernard Fusulier (2019): Academic Careers and Gender Inequality:Leaky
Pipeline and Interrelated Phenomenain Seven European Countries. Edited by GARCIA - Gendering
the Academy and Research: cambating Career Instability and Asymmetries. Vol. 5. Garcia Working
Papers. Trento.
http://garciaproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/GARCIA_working_paper_5.pdf
Gissi, Elena, MIchelle Portman, and Anna-Katharina Hornidge (2018): Un-Gendering the Ocean: Why
Women Matter in Ocean Governance for Sustainability. Marine Policy 94 (August): 215–219.
doi:10.1016/j.marpol.2018.05.020. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0308597X1730787X?via%3Dihub
European Commission, Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (2019): She Figures 2018.
Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union
doi: 10.2777/936 https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/9540ffa1-447811e9-a8ed-01aa75ed71a1/language-en

Brief history of women in [marine] science – Part 6

~ 2700 ‒2500 BCE Merit Ptah (Physician in Ancient Egypt, maybe the first named
			
female physician in history)
370–415 CE

Hypatia (Mathematician, head of the Neoplatonist school 		
of philosophy in Alexandria, Egypt)

1098–1179 CE
		

Hildegard von Bingen (German Benedictine abbess, writer, 		
composer, philosopher, Christian mystic, visionary, polymath)

1647–1717
1794–1871
1799–1847
1872–1949
1918–2002
		
		
1920–2006
		

Maria Sibylla Merian (German painter, engraver and naturalist)
Jeanne Villepreux-Power (French born naturalist, marine biologist)
Mary Anning (English fossil collector)
Kristine Bonnevie (Norwegian Geneticist and Zoologist)
Elisabeth Mann Borgese (German-Canadian marine lawyer, 		
ecologist, university teacher; „Ambassador of the oceans“; concert
pianist)
Marie Tharp (American geologist and oceanographic cartographer
who mapped the ocean floor and discovered the mid-ocean ridge)
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Past and present – Female scientists in portrait

M

arie Tharp

(*30. July 1920, Ypsilanti, Michigan,
USA; † 23. August 2006, Nyack, New York, USA)
— American geologist and oceanographic
cartographer and the first to map the ocean
floor on a global scale
Making a Mark on the Ocean Floor

A map of the mid Atlantic Ridge by Marie Tharp
(Marie Tharp Historical Map Google Earth)

Until very recently oceanography was a
field dominated by men. A seafaring career,
oceanography was still influenced by the
superstitions of ship life; a woman on board was
considered to bring bad luck. It may come as a
surprise then, that one of the most influential
oceanographic cartographers (mapmakers) of
the 20th century was a woman, and she achieved
such status without even stepping foot on a boat.
Marie Tharp is credited with producing one of the
world’s first comprehensive maps of the ocean
floor. She and research partner Bruce Heezen
transformed a once barren and flat landscape
into a dynamic three-dimensional space with
mountains, valleys and trenches. The maps she
produced in the 1950s would spark a debate and
later the discovery of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
one of the key clues supporting the theory of
continental drift. Today, Google Ocean features
Tharp’s hand-drawn work in the Marie Tharp
Historical Map, which reveals the once hidden
ocean floor to a generation of web users.
Oceanic cartographer was not a conventional
career for a woman in the 1950s. However,
as a child Tharp was exposed to mapping and
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conducted field work with her father, a surveyor
for the United States Department of Agriculture,
often helping him collect soil and rocks.
“I guess I had map-making in my blood, though
I hadn’t planned to follow in my father’s
footsteps,” she wrote in her book, Connect the
Dots: Mapping the Seafloor and Discovering the
Mid-ocean Ridge.
Her passion for knowledge led her to Ohio
University where she earned a degree in English
and music in 1943. By the time of her graduation,
the United States was in the middle of World
War II, and the nation was in desperate need
of educated workers to fill the void left by men
heading to battle. An opportunity opened at the
University of Michigan for female students in the
geology department, and Tharp became one of
the master’s programs first “Geology Petroleum
Girls.” Finding work within the petroleum
industry unfulfilling, she earned a third degree
in 1948 from Tulsa University in mathematics.
Upon graduation she landed a position at the
Lamont Geological Laboratory of Columbia
University where she would conduct her most
influential work.
From the halls of Columbia and sometimes her
desk at home, Tharp became an interpreter
and artist, analyzing SONAR pings from vessels
crisscrossing the ocean and then scribing the
data on canvas by hand. As she meticulously
crunched and plotted data sent from ships
in the open sea, an unknown world unfolded
before her eyes. Continental shelves dipped to
deep abyssal plains that were interspersed with
canyons, mountain ranges and seamounts. One
feature, a deep, continuous trench splitting a
mountain range along the entire Atlantic Ocean,
seemed too important to dismiss. After extensive
thought and recalculation Tharp proposed to
Heezen, her superior, that they were looking at a
rift valley—an area where the earth’s crust splits
and magma rises to form new crust. But the idea
of continental drift was so controversial within
the scientific community that Heezen dismissed
Tharp’s hypothesis as “girl talk”—and then made
her re-do all the charts.
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rift valley was exactly where she mapped it to be.
With Tharp’s ocean floor maps in hand, scientists
during the 1960s formulated a revolutionary
theory, what is now the accepted idea of plate
tectonics. It wasn’t until recently, however, that
Tharp earned due credit for her work. In 1997,
twenty years after the publication of her ocean
map by the U.S. Office of Naval Research, she
received honors from the Library of Congress,
with her maps displayed in the 100th-anniversary
Geography and Map Division celebration beside
journal entries by Lewis and Clark.

Marie Tharp and Bruce Heezen with their map of
the ocean floor. Photo Credit: Flickr user marie tharp
maps https://www.flickr.com/photos/marietharpmaps/537480113/

It wasn’t until Heezen himself discovered
clustered seismic activity along Tharp’s ridge that
he began to agree with her rift valley hypothesis.
After public announcement of the Columbia lab’s
discovery in 1957, a doubtful Jacques Cousteau,
the famous ocean explorer, set out to disprove
the unimaginable idea using one of his deep sea
submersibles. Upon his arrival at the bottom of
the ocean, Cousteau was dumbfounded–Tharp’s

Despite the public doubt, hardship, and obstacles
that characterized much of her career, Tharp
remained dedicated to her work, believing her
maps would do the talking for her. “I was so busy
making maps I let them argue. I figured I’d show
them a picture of where the rift valley was and
where it pulled apart,” she once wrote. “There’s
truth to the old cliché that a picture is worth a
thousand words and that seeing is believing.” 
Reference:
[Cited from the original article by Danielle Hall
at: https://ocean.si.edu/ecosystems/deep-sea/
making-mark-ocean-floor, access date: March
14, 2019]
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